the baroque band experiment

TARTINI DEVIL'S TRILL SONATA (1692-1770)

BIBER PASSACAGLIA (1644-1704)

WESTHOFF SUITE IN A MAJOR (1656-1705)
1. prelude
2. allemande
3. courante
4. sarabande
5. gigue
6. autre gigue

FALCONIERI LA SUAVE MELODIA (1585-1656)

WESTHOFF IMITAZIONE DEL LIUTO
IMITAZIONE DELLE CAMPAGNE
LA GUERRA

BIBER SONATA REPRESENTATIVA
1. allegro
2. the nightingale
3. cuckoo
4. frog
5. the cock and the hen
6. quail
7. cat
8. musketeer's march
9. allemande

MATTEIS GROUND AFTER THE SCOTCH HUMOR (1650-1714)

LECLAIR SUITE IN A MAJOR (1697-1764)

PROGRAM

CHRISTIANO RODRIGUES, violin
DIEGO MIRANDA, guitar
ANGELES PEPPER, cello
BEN EDQUIST, bass
NEILSON CHEN, harpsichord

SUNDAY, 22ND OF APRIL, 2017 - ASU SCHOOL OF MUSIC, ORGAN HALL - 5PM

CHRISTIANO IS FROM THE STUDIO OF DR. JONATHAN SWARTZ